
 

NEXT-GEN CMMS AND FIRST MAINTENANCE SOCIAL NETWORK MOBILITY WORK 
RAISES 1 MILLION EUROS 
 
Paris, June 9, 2017 - Since its creation in May 2016, Mobility Work, a startup specialized in 
maintenance management, has come a long way. 

 
Mobility Work is a SaaS next-gen CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management 
System). Cloud-based, Mobility Work is a user-friendly mobile app which interface is inspired 
by famous social networks and does not require any training or IT skill. Mobility Work 
enables users to improve quickly and easily their maintenance management, as well as the 
global productivity of their company, using to the integrated Big Data tool. Mobility Work 
allows maintenance professionals and specialists to connect in order to share good 
practices, knowledge and spare parts thanks to the first maintenance social network. Our 
CMMS also enables users to find high-quality suppliers or service contractors.  
 
There are currently around 5,000 Mobility Work users from more than 80 countries and very 
different industry sectors such as metalworking industry, automotive, food processing, 
chemistry, pharmacy, and many more. More than 200,000 equipment are listed on the 
platform, and we expect to reach 5 million hours of intervention registered within a few 
weeks. 
 
Determined to pursue a fast development, the team just convinced investors to invest an 
additional 500,000 euros in our capital, which now reaches 1 million euros. 
 
“There are many more challenges to come for Mobility Work. Recruitment is our current 
main priority in order to reinforce the IT development and client support teams, in an 
exacerbated context of war for talents. We are working to make Mobility Work the number 
one tool for every maintenance manager”, says Morgane Guinot, Co-Founder and Marketing 
& Communication Director. 
 
For the Mobility Work team, customer is at the center of the product, in order to update and 
constantly improve it according to their needs. The company is using the Scrum 
development method (stand up meetings, mobility, flexibility, new management tools), and 
applies Agile methodologies to product development, offering weekly updates. 
 
“Our main goal is to be as close as possible to every customer request in order to develop a 
product which will fulfill the needs of maintenance technicians”, says Marc-Antoine Talva, 
founder and CEO of Mobility Work. 
“We are working hand in hand with our users on product improvements”, says Fabrice 
Garavaglia, Maintenance project manager at Mobility Work. 
 
The next step for Mobility Work is to reach 10 million hours of interventions by the end of this 
year. The startup also sets the goal to develop other aspects of the platform, such an 
interface dedicated to suppliers and service providers.  
 
About Mobility Work: Mobility Work is a next-gen CMMS, which will help you manage 
easier and better your maintenance interventions and budget by relying on the power of 
community. Find us here: https://www.mobility-work.com/en 
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Part of the Mobility Work team brainstorming 


